Hunt Diary 11 Nov 2006
Autumn Clements

November 11
I was spectating on a PKC hunt with my dad hunting PKC CH UKC Dual Grand Posh,
my friend Jason Shepard hunting PKC CH UKC Dual Champion Comet and Tim Ryan
hunting NITECH GRCH Julie (a 17 month old Trackman female).
It was a good hunt. First drop Julie and Posh got struck and they were over a hill so
we started up for that we could hear better. When we stopped all 3 dogs were treed,
Jason got Comet struck just in time before Posh and Julie were treed. We walked in
and they had the coon. The next drop Comet got struck followed by Posh and Julie,
Jason jumped the gun and called Comet treed before he was treed, right after that
Comet hit the tree followed by Julie and Posh. Again another coon. The third drop all
three dogs struck and treed, but when we got there Posh wasn't there, we scored the
tree and cut Comet and Julie back in, Comet went a short ways down the field and
struck and treed shortly followed by Julie. We picked Posh up and went to another
spot. Posh had went from first to last, this hunt was getting interesting. The next
drop Posh and Comet treed a coon and Julie got split treed on a circle tree. With
Comet getting plus and Julie not getting anymore ahead that now put Comet in the
lead. The following drop Julie was called treed before she was treed and then all
three dogs treed with the coon. The last drop we had a short track and treed a coon
and decided to re cut all three dogs got treed again and Posh wasn't there when we
got there, but we seen the meat.
Comet won the cast with 1125+! A few nites later Comet was killed. It was a great
hunt to remember him by!!

